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employers' liability acts. But the common-law prejudices of
many judges jibed ill with the intentions of parliament; and
the costly gamble of litigation imposed an unintended burden
on the social class from which the recipients were drawn, so
that jurisdiction was transferred by parliament in 1946 to
administrative officials, subject to appeal to predominantly lay
tribunals, with a top appeal to a specialized law-court in the
person of an Industrial Injuries Commissioner.
For deciding questions of fact or law arising out of the
operation of the social services, three new types of judicial
machinery have therefore been evolved.
The specialized court of law is less important here than in
transport. But one good instance of this (device—and perhaps
the oldest—is the General Medical Council which has decided
without appeal since 1858 whether any individual medical
practitioner is entitled to enjoy the advantages of registration.
And this has been imitated by the Central Midwives' Board,
which has exercised a similar domestic jurisdiction since 1902,
subject, however, to appeal to the high court. And the educa-
tion act of 1944 allows private schools to appeal to Indepen-
dent Schools Tribunals if they wish to contest the minister's
complaint as to the Unsuitability of their premises or per-
sonnel and their consequent obligation either to remedy the
defect or retire from business.
Far more important has been the specialized ministerial
tribunal. This has flourished most vigorously in settling
social-insurance, assistance-board, and war-pensions claims,
both to decide whether a claimant is entitled to benefit and
also at what figure his claim is to be assessed if he is so
entitled. What might almost be called the classic instance of
these ministerial tribunals was the hierarchy through which
unemployment insurance appeals could be carried, from the
insurance officer up through the court of referees to the
umpire. So successful were these courts of referees, with their
labour and management representatives and their legally-
trained chairmen, that in 1945-46 they were extended to hear
appeals under all forms of national insurance, including in-

